Gone Girl

Pages 103-148 Discussion Questions

1. According to Amy’s diary, how does Nick handle being laid off?

2. Amy’s parents borrow most of the money in her trust fund because they are in financial trouble. What do you think they have done to get themselves into such a predicament?

3. Describe the Find Amy Dunne headquarters.

4. Who is Stucks Buckley? What do you think of him?

5. Who are the Blue Book Boys? Why might they be involved?

6. Who is Shawna Kelly? Why is she involved with the search? How does Nick react to her?

7. According to Amy’s diary, how is the decision to move to Carthage, Missouri, made?

8. Right before their move to Carthage, Amy says in her diary, “I feel like something is going wrong, very wrong, and that it will get even worse.” Do you think she is having a premonition? Explain.

9. Nick has a disposable cell phone since the police have his real phone. He keeps getting calls that he ignores. Who do you think is calling him?

10. Who are Joe and Mikey Hillsam? How are they involved in the search for Amy?

11. Who goes to search the mall? Describe the empty mall?

12. Why does Nick go to Hannibal, Missouri?

13. Where does Nick find the next clue from Amy?

14. What does Go think of Nick’s behavior while Amy is missing? Why does she worry about it?

15. While searching the mall, who do Nick and his party find in the old Mervyns department store?

16. Who is Lonnie? What important fact does Nick learn from him?

17. Who do you think took Amy?